
Lutherans and the Bible - Part 3
This is the third week of our looking at how Lutherans interpret the Bible. 
The information that will be shared will come from a variety of resources 
including The Book of Faith and a video series entitled How Lutherans 
Interpret the Bible by the Reverend Doctor Mark Allan Powell. The topics to 
be covered include:

1. Word of God
2. What Lutherans Say About the Bible
3. Where the Bible Comes From
4. Interpreting the Bible in Context
5. Determining Right From Wrong
6. The Many Meanings of the Bible

The first 2 weeks we talked about the Bible being the written Word of God 
and it tells us what God wants to say to us. We focused on what Lutherans 
say about the Bible and that Christ is the ultimate word of God and the 
Bible draws us to Jesus - to peace, love and hope. This third week we look 
at Where the Bible Comes From.

So where does the Bible come from? First and foremost the Bible comes 
from God. It is the Word of God and tells us what God wants to say to us. 
Second the Bible comes to us through the church. It is the church that put 
the Bible together which means the church translated and preserved the 
Word of God. The third piece to understand is that human beings wrote the 
Bible. We believe that the Bible must be studied, interpreted and 
understood in order for us to receive God’s truth. It is critical for us to 
understand what God is telling us because God speaks to us through the 
Bible. Some parts of the Bible are easy to understand and others are not as 
much more difficult for us to understand as it relates to what God is saying 
to us.

The Bible can be and has been misunderstood. For example, the Bible has 
been used to endorse slavery, to oppress women and to stir up hatred 
against Jews and Muslims. For Lutherans, listening and talking about 
Scripture with each other is extremely important.



There are 5 key ideas or principles that Lutherans follow when studying the 
Bible:

1. Lutherans interpret Scripture contextually. That means that we look at 
the historical and literary context it was intended to address. We don’t 
read a verse out of context. Instead we ask who it was intended to 
address, when was it written and why was it written. We seek to 
understand the “plain sense” of Scripture. For example if we look at the 
first chapter in the book of Genesis we would understand this as 
Hebrew poetry and it would be interpreted as a poem. It is not meant to 
be a scientific record of how the world was made and the original 
readers would not have taken it as a scientific report. Instead they 
would have heard it as poetry and been inspired by it. That is the 
literary context - poetry. Next we would look at the historical context - 
when was the poem written and why. This was written by the priests in 
Jerusalem after the period of David. They did not care about science or 
evolution, instead they cared about making it clear that everything that 
exists was created by God and is here because of God. The other 
important portrayal is that everything that God created is good. They 
cared about claiming that humans are the very best thing that God 
created and they cared about establishing the Sabbath. That is the 
plain sense of the poem that was written at the time.

2. Lutherans seek to apply scriptural teaching to the present through a 
principle of analogy. We ask whether situations in the current world are 
comparable to those in the biblical world, even if they are not exactly the 
same.

3. Lutherans interpret Scripture in light of Scripture. We try to reconcile 
what is said in one part of Scripture with what is said in other parts of 
Scripture. We don’t like proof texts but we understand that sometimes one 
text does say it all. But for the majority of the time we try to be faithful to the 
entire written Word of God. So we would not say it is okay to kill someone if 
that person killed you because Scripture says “an eye for an eye”. Instead 
we would say “and Scripture also says ‘turn the other cheek’”. Another 
example is that the Bible says “women shall not have authority of men” yet 
the Bible also says “there is no longer male and female for all are on in 
Christ Jesus”. We try to be faithful to the entire written Word of God.



4. Lutherans understand that some things in Scripture are more important 
than others. For example, what the Bible says about loving one’s neighbor 
is more important than what is says about picking grain on the Sabbath. 
Jesus gives us principles to determine which matters are most important. 
We interpret meaning based on law and gospel (judgment and salvation) 
and in the light of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ as the Word made 
flesh. If we want to know what the most important commandment in the 
Bible, Jesus quoted Deuteronomy 6:5” love the LORD your God with all 
your heart and with your soul and with all your might” as well as Leviticus 
19:18 “love your neighbor as yourself.” We look to find the heart of 
Scripture and we don’t focus on the minor issues. Instead we focus and 
concentrate on what is most important which is love for God and neighbor; 
justice and mercy and faith; and the resurrection of Jesus.

5. Lutherans also understand that the church has the responsibility to 
determine the extent to which biblical teaching applies to the present day. A 
great example is slavery. Even though it was permitted in biblical times, 
some things just don’t apply today. This is an area where churches 
disagree on the things that no longer apply today.

Practice reading the Bible with these 5 principles in mind and see how you 
might discover something fresh and new!


